
Harsaneek
Place of origin: Eastern Armenia
Pronunciation:  as written, with equal emphasis on all syllables. 
Translation: ‘hars’ means bride; ‘harsaneek’ means ‘wedding reception’ or ‘wedding dance’.
About the dance:  Harsaneek or Harsanik is a simple ‘mom bar’ or ‘candle dance’ in the Govand or 
Gyovand family of dances. Govand dances include some of the oldest dance patterns surviving in 
Armenian tradition today, linked to the encoded symbol of the Tree of Life, and are still danced 
almost exclusively on ceremonial occasions, for instance at the start and/or end of a wedding 
celebration.  The 'mom' type of Govand, danced with candles, would be the last dance. 
This version, with the name 'Harsaneek', was brought by Eastern Armenian immigrants to Los 
Angeles where Tom Bozigian learned it as a child at weddings. It resembles the second part of  the 
dance Mairam Govand, where the step forward in measure 3 must be large in relation to the two 
smaller steps back in measure 4.  In my understanding of this dance, I believe this pattern 
emphasises – and gives dancers the chance to practice – two skills which help navigate life changes 
such as marriage: the larger step forward may represent the boldness and courage of stepping over 
the threshhold of initiation, while the two smaller steps backwards help us move with caution and 
care in times of change, when we do not see the way ahead but must find the way unseen. 
I have seen numerous versions of Harsaneek in the folk dance and circle dance network, including 
one with three large balletic brushes with the R foot in measures 3 and 4, which I believe is likely 
to be a choreography influenced by performance groups rather than an authentic village version.
I learned the optional horizontal movements of the arms to the R and L in measure 1 in Armenia in 
2001. If you are dancing without candles, you can swing the arms down from ‘W’ hold to ‘V’ hold 
on count 1 of measure 3, and back up again to 'W' hold on count 1 of measure 4. 
Learned from: Tom Bozigian in 1987. I have learned other versions of Gyovand from Shakeh 
Major Tchilingirian in 1999, and from Aleksan and Hasmik Haroutyunyan in 2001.
Source of music: This beautiful duduk version of Harsaneek is called 'Vratzagan Bar', arranged by 
Milcho Leviev, track 15 on the 1994 film soundtrack ‘Chickpeas’ directed by Nigol Bezjian.
Meter:  6/4. The dance is described in 2 counts (cts).
Formation:  Open circle; little fingers joined in Armenian ‘W’ hold; candle held in R hand
Introduction:  Long duduk improvisation; begin at once with the melody, or wait 4 or 8 measures.

meas. count Harsaneek
1 1 Facing diagonally to the R, step on R to R (arms R)

2 Step on L across in front of R (arms L)

2 1 Facing centre, step on R to R
2 Touch L toe beside R

3 1 Step forward on L into circle, gently extend hands forward
2 Touch R toe ahead of L into circle

4 1 Small step backward on R; hands return to ‘W’ hold 
2 Small step back on L;  prepare to move to R again

Dance notes by Laura Shannon, with information from Tom Bozigian, Shakeh Major Tchilingirian, 
Aleksan and Hasmik Haroutyunyan, and Susan and Gary Lind-Sinanian, 1994, 2003, 2022.
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